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Memories Inside Art
      Miriam Webster's Dictionary defines memory as “an image or impression of one that is 
remembered”. Oftentimes statues or paintings are created of impressionable individuals 
to honor their memory and praise their accomplishments in life. In the image above is a 
screen capture from the walking campus tour of the Robert Gould Shaw Memorial that 
was made by the son of Bostonian abolitionists, Augustus Saint-Gaudens. The statue is a 
bronze relief work and it was made to honor the memory of Robert Gould Shaw and the 
memorial encapsulates him on horseback marching down Beacon Street alongside the 
members of the 54th regiment Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry formed in 1863. He is 
looked up upon for his commanding position leading an all back regiment. Shaw's 
involvement in the civil war is what allowed him to have such an outstanding impact in our 
lives and the way society functions today.

      While the style of art in the two images starkly contrasts each other, using different 
mediums they both communicate the same message, to celebrate the memory of the two 
accomplished individuals. It's common for people to have paintings or pictures of family 
members or people they hold close to them to honor their memory as well. The picture in 
the bottom left corner depicts my grandfather, known for winning gold in the Olympics in 
the 6 meter yacht sailing. But it is the memories that he created with my father, teaching 
him how to sail by which he would go on to win gold in the olympics just like his father. 
His remarkable impression is what inspired my father to commission such a painting. 
Even though I was not alive to meet my grandfather, the painting serves as a reminder for 
incredible legacy and to keep him in the memories for future generations to come.


